
The Department of Defense’s Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) framework 
mandates independent certification of contractors’ cybersecurity maturity levels. CMMC 2.0 
Level 2 focuses on the protection of CUI (Controlled Unclassified Information). There is no path 
to CMMC 2.0 Level 2 compliance with CUI stored or shared using commercial systems. Instead, 
hundreds of defense contractors—including many small- to medium-size companies—use 
PreVeil to comply with CMMC, DFARS, NIST and ITAR due to its high security, low cost, simple 
deployment, and ease of use. 

Three key steps to CMMC 2.0 Level 2  
certification: How PreVeil can help
First, adopt a secure platform for exchanging CUI. PreVeil is an end-to-end encrypted email and 
file sharing system. PreVeil protects CUI at every point in an organization’s communications 
and collaboration cycle, including its supply chain. Key features include:

  PreVeil EMAIL and DRIVE comply with virtually all CMMC 2.0 Level 2 mandates related to  
communication and storage of CUI, as well as with NIST 800-171, DFARS 252.204-7012,  
and ITAR 120.54.

  PreVeil implements Zero Trust principles and so offers both compliance and fundamentally 
better cybersecurity than legacy, perimeter defense systems

  PreVeil is FedRAMP Baseline Moderate equivalent, stores all CUI on FedRAMP High AWS 
GovCloud, meets DFARS 252.204.7012(c)-(g) and uses FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic 
modules for encryption

Second, develop a robust SSP (System Security Plan). An SSP is a prerequisite for any DoD work. 
To help get this essential task done, PreVeil has commissioned the creation of an SSP template 
for companies that deploy its platform. The practices section of the SSP template is based on 
the 110 CMMC 2.0 Level 2 controls and has been filled in to reflect PreVeil’s capabilities and the 
requirements it meets. The PreVeil template will dramatically accelerate completion of your SSP.

Third, partner with experts who can smooth your path to CMMC compliance. While PreVeil Drive and 
Email support compliance with virtually all CMMC 2.0 Level 2 mandates related to communication 
and storage of CUI, other mandates need to be addressed too. To facilitate that, PreVeil has partnered 
with a wide range of organizations and experts certified by the CMMC-AB (CMMC Accreditation 
Body). Coordinated access to this specialized partner community will ease your path to compliance.

PreVeil: Simple and affordable by design
  PreVeil EMAIL and DRIVE deploy easily as an overlay system, with no impact on existing file 
and email servers, making deployment and configuration simple and inexpensive. Deployment 
can be completed in a matter of hours. 

  PreVeil is easy for users to adopt because it works with the tools they already use: PreVeil 
Drive’s file sharing works like OneDrive and is integrated with Windows File Explorer and Mac 
Finder. PreVeil Email seamlessly integrates with Outlook, Gmail, or Apple Mail clients. Users 
can keep their regular email address.

  Given its ease of deployment and use, PreVeil is cost effective. It needs to be deployed only to  
employees handling CUI, whereas alternatives require deployment across entire organizations. 
Savings add up—for CMMC 2.0 Level 2 compliance, for example, PreVeil costs approximately 
75% less than alternatives and so is affordable even for small- to medium-size defense contractors.

To learn more about how 
PreVeil can help your 
organization achieve CMMC 
Level 3 certification and 
continue to do work for  
the DoD, contact us at  
preveil.com/contact or  
+1 (857) 353-6480.
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